
 

 

Plan Your Perfect Getaway with Customized Kerala Family Tour Packages 

 

Embark on a journey of discovery with Squid Travel India's meticulously crafted Kerala tour 

packages from Chicago. Indulge in the allure of Kerala's enchanting landscapes and vibrant 

culture. Our packages are designed to offer a seamless blend of relaxation and exploration, 

ensuring an unforgettable travel experience. 

 

Discovering Kerala's Charms from California 

Squid Travel India invites you to immerse yourself in the beauty of Kerala with our thoughtfully 

curated Kerala tour packages from California. From the serene backwaters to the lush hill 

stations, each itinerary is tailored to provide an authentic taste of God's Own Country. Join us as 

we redefine the art of travel, creating memories that last a lifetime. 

Unforgettable Kerala Package Holidays from the UK 

Experience the epitome of luxury and cultural richness with Squid Travel India's Kerala 

package holidays from the UK. Our itineraries are a testament to the diverse experiences 

Kerala has to offer. Whether you seek a tranquil retreat or an adventure-filled escapade, our 

packages cater to every discerning traveler's preferences. 
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Tailored Kerala Tour Packages for Family Bliss 

Squid Travel India takes pride in presenting our exclusive Kerala tour packages for family 

vacations. Cherish moments of togetherness amidst Kerala's picturesque landscapes. Our family-

centric itineraries are designed to cater to all age groups, ensuring that every member of your 

family creates memories they will treasure forever. 

Why Choose Squid Travel India? 

Unmatched Expertise 

At Squid Travel India, we boast unparalleled expertise in curating travel experiences. Our team's 

in-depth knowledge of Kerala ensures that each itinerary is a perfect blend of popular attractions 

and hidden gems. 

Personalized Attention 

We understand that every traveler is unique. That's why our travel experts go the extra mile to 

customize packages according to your preferences. From accommodation choices to activity 

preferences, your journey is crafted with utmost care. 

Authentic Experiences 

Squid Travel India is committed to providing authentic experiences. Whether it's a houseboat 

cruise on the backwaters, a spice plantation tour, or a cultural performance, our itineraries 

capture the essence of Kerala's rich heritage. 

Plan Your Kerala Getaway with Squid Travel India 

In conclusion, if you're seeking a seamless and enriching travel experience to Kerala, Squid 

Travel India is your ideal partner. Our commitment to quality, attention to detail, and passion for 

travel set us apart. Choose Squid Travel India for an unforgettable journey into the heart of 

Kerala's beauty and culture. 

 

Visit us :- https://www.squidtravelindia.com/ 
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